The ability to detect small objects and the speed of the object detector are very important for the application of autonomous driving, and in this paper, we propose an effective yet efficient one-stage detector, which gained the second place in the Road Object Detection competition of CVPR2018 workshop -Workshop of Autonomous Driving(WAD). The proposed detector inherits the architecture of SSD and introduces a novel Comprehensive Feature Enhancement(CFE) module into it. Experimental results on this competition dataset as well as the MSCOCO dataset demonstrate that the proposed detector (named CFENet) performs much better than the original SSD and the stateof-the-art method RefineDet especially for small objects, while keeping high efficiency close to the original SSD. Specifically, the single scale version of the proposed detector can run at the speed of 21 fps, while the multi-scale version with larger input size achieves the mAP 29.69, ranking second on the leaderboard.
Introduction
For an autonomous driving car, visual perception unit is of great significance [18, 7] to sense the surrounding scenes [2, 21, 24] , and object detector is the core of this unit. An adequate object detector for the application of autonomous driving should be effective and efficient enough, and has strong ability to detect small objects. As shown in Fig 1, there are large portion of small objects in the autonomous driving scenes, thus the ability of detecting small objects is very important in these scenes. Specifically, detecting small objects like traffic lights and traffic signs is crucial to driving planning and decisions, and finding faraway objects appearing small in images is helpful to early make plan for avoid the potential dangers. Besides, detection speed is another important factor [22] , since real-time object detection can help driverless cars avoid obstacles in time.
Recently, deep neural network based methods achieve encouraging results for general object detection problem. The state-of-the-art methods for general object detection can be briefly categorized into one-stage methods (e. g., YOLO [15] , SSD [13] , Retinanet [11] ), RefineDet [26] , and two-stage methods (e.g., Fast/Faster R-CNN [16] , FPN [10] , Mask R-CNN [5] ). Generally speaking, two-stage methods usually have better detection performance while one-stage methods are more efficient. In this work, we focus on the one-stage detector, due to requirement about the detection speed in the autonomous driving scenes. YOLO [15] and SSD [13] are two representative one-stage detectors. YOLO adopts a relative simple architecture thus very efficient, but cannot deal with dense objects or objects with large scale variants. As for SSD, it could detect objects with different size from multi-scale feature maps. Moreover, SSD uses anchor strategy to detect dense objects. Therefore, it achieves a pretty detection performance. In addition, SSD with input size of 512×512 can achieve the speed of more than 20 FPS on the graphics processing unit(GPU) such as Titan XP. Due to the above advantages, SSD becomes a very practical object detector in industry, which has been widely used for many tasks. However, its performance on small objects is not good. For example, on the test-dev of MSCOCO [12] , the average precision(AP) of small ob- jects of SSD is only 10.9%, and the average recall(AR) is only 16.5%. The major reason is that it uses shallow feature map to detect small objects, which doesn?t contain rich high-level semantic information thus not discriminative enough for classification. The newly proposed RefineDet [26] , has tried to solve this problem. As shown in Fig 2. b, RefineDet uses an Encode-Decode [4] structure to deepen the network and upsample feature maps so that large-scale feature maps can also learn deeper semantic information. On the other hand, RefineDet uses the idea of cascade regression like Faster-RCNN [16] , applying the Encode part to firstly regress coarse positions of the targets, and then use the Decode part to regress out a more accurate position on the basis of the previous step. On MSCOCO test-dev, it gets the average precision of 16.3% and average recall of 29.3% for small objects. Also, RefineDet with VGG backbone could performs with high efficiency. Although this result is significantly better than SSD, there is still much room for performance improvement on this dataset.
To address the above mentioned problems, we build a lightweight but effective one-stage network architecture namely CFENet for object detection in autonomous driving scenes. CFENet inherits the architecture of SSD and improves the detection accuracy (especially for the small objects), at the expense of only a very small amount of inference time. The experiment results on MSCOCO show that CFENet performs with higher detection accuracy than the state-of-the-art one-stage detector RefineDet. Moreover, CFENet also significantly outperforms RefineDet for detecting small objects. In detail, CFENet gets 34.8 mAP totally and 18.3 mAP on small objects, exceeding RefineDet by 1.8 points and 2.2 points respectively. On the test set of Road Object Detection task of Berkeley DeepDrive(BDD) [25] , CFENet800 ranked second, under the evaluating threshold of IoU=0.7.
Architecture of SSD
Here, we briefly review the most widely used one-stage detector SSD [13] , which is the basis of the proposed method CFENet.
As illustrated in Fig 2. a, SSD is a fully convolutional network with a feature pyramid structure. Note that the backbone-inside layer Conv4 3 is adopted for detecting objects of smallest size, the deeper layers are used to detect relative bigger objects. The range of the anchor size corresponding to each feature map is determined according to the object scale distributions on the training dataset. For anchor matching, it begins by matching each ground truth box to the default box with the best jaccard overlap, then match default boxes to any ground truth with jaccard overlap higher than a threshold (0.5). Although SSD can alleviate the problems arising from object scale variation, it has limitation to detect small objects. The major reason is that it uses the feature of Conv4 3 to detect small objects, which is relatively shallow and does not contain rich high-level semantic information. Hence, in this work, we attempt to improve SSD by enhancing the feature for detecting small objects.
CFENet
As shown in Fig 3. a, CFENet assembles four Comprehensive Feature Enhancement(CFE) modules and two Feature Fusion Blocks(FFB) into original SSD. These additional modules are simple, which can be easily assembled into conventional detection networks. The inner structure of CFE is shown in Fig 3. b, which consists of two similar branches. For example, in the left branch, we use k×k Conv followed by 1×1 Conv [9] for learning more non-linear relations and broadening the receptive field. meanwhile we factorize the k×k Conv into a 1×k and a k×1 Conv layers for keeping receptive field as well as saving the inference time of CFENet. The difference of the other branch is to reverse the group of 1×k and k×1 conv layers. The CFE module is designed to enhance the shallow features of SSD for detecting small objects, which is actually motivated from multiple existing modules like Inception module [20] , Xception module [3] , Large separable module [8] and ResNeXt block [23] .
Based on CFE module, we propose a novel one-stage detector CFENet which is more effective for detecting small objects. To be more specific, we first assemble two CFEs between the Conv layers of Conv4 3 and Fc 7 and the Conv layers between Fc 7 and Conv6 2 respectively. In addition, we connect another two separate CFEs to Conv4 3 and Fc 7 detection branches respectively. Because these two layers are relatively shallow, its learned features are still not good for the latter recognition process, we use CFE modules to enhance Conv4 3 and Fc 7 features.
Step forward, feature fusion strategy always contribute for learning better features that combining advantages from the original features [14, 17] . We applied this method in CFENet, too. In detail, generating the new Conv4 3 and Fc 7 by feature fusion with the help of two FFBs. We set k=7 for CFE modules in experiment section. The assembled CFEs could also be placed at other candidate positions, more CFEs will bring more improvement to the original network. Considering the tradeoff between the improved accuracy and increased inference time, we have experimented and select the version shown in Fig.3 finally.
Experiments
The experiments are conducted on MSCOCO and BDD datasets. We compare SSD, RefineDet and CFENet on MSCOCO to evaluate their performance on overall accuracy and small-objects accuracy. Then we show experiments on BDD dataset of the WAD workshop. In both experiments, the evaluation metric is mean Average Precision(mAP) among all categories. The backbone of CFENet is VGG-16 [19] . It's worth noting that, for fair comparison, the three detectors use the same backbone.
Experiments on MSCOCO
MSCOCO is a large dataset with 80 object categories. We use the union of 80k training images and a 35k subset of validation images(trainval35k) to train our model as in [26, 13] , and report results from test-dev evaluation server.
For fair comparison, we report results of single-scale version for each detector. As shown in Tab.1, for both the input size of 300x300 and 512x512, the improvements of CFENet is significant. Notably, CFENet gains mAP of 34.8, achieves state-of-the-art result for one-stage detectors with VGG-16 backbone. Moreover, it also gets AP of 18.5 on small objects, which is the best result for input-size of 512×512. For all scales(small, medium and large), CFENet outperforms RefineDet at least 1 point, which demonstrates that CFENet is a more effective one-stage detector. Ablation Study. To evaluate the contribution of different components of CFENet, we further construct 3 variants and conduct ablation studies to evaluate them. It should be point out that, the results are obtained on minival set of MSCOCO to save time.
The first step is to validate the effect of CFE module, We choose a channel-broadened Inception module as comparison, assembling the two kinds of modules on SSD at top positions shown in Fig 3. a, and the first three columns of Tab 2 illustrate that the CFE module has a higher promotion(from 28.8 to 31.7, bigger than 30.3). Second, we further insert two CFEs at bottom positions shown in Fig  3 .a, the mAP is then increased to 33.9, which shows the effectiveness of the added two CFEs for enhancing the overall features. Finally, after fusing features by two FFBs, mAP rises to 34.8, so that it has demonstrated the effectiveness of FFB. These experiments have proved the importance of each component of CFENet.
Experiments on Berkeley DeepDrive(BDD).
BDD is a well annotated dataset that includes road object detection, instance segmentation, driveable area segmentation and lane markings detection annotations. The road object detection contains 2D bounding boxes annotated on 100,000 images for bus, traffic light, traffic sign, person, bike, truck, motor, car, train, and rider, 10 categories in total. The split ratio of training, validation and testing set is 7:1:2. The evaluated IoU threshold is 0.7 on testing leaderboard. First, we compare the efficiency of fast version CFENet512 and RefineDet512, i.e., both with single-scale inference strategy, and the experimental results show that they could both run faster than 20 FPS. Second, we compare the accuracy of both detectors. As shown in Tab 3, CFENet512 achieves higher mAP than RefineDet. Specially, for evaluating performance on small objects, we also compare the average accuracy of both detectors on category traffic light and traffic sign(denoted by S-mAP in Tab.3). Obviously, CFENet outperforms RefineDet for detecting such kinds of small objects.
Due to the limitations of time and computational resources, we just adopt VGG-16 backbone in this competition, without using more powerful networks, such as ResNet [6] and DPN [1] backbone. To get a better result on the leaderboard in this competition, we enlarge the input size to 800×800, and boost mAP about 3.2 points. With the optimized efficiency of PyTorch v0.4+, the VGGCFENet800 could still realize 20+fps with hard-NMS. Furthermore, we adopt multi-scale inference strategy to help detect small objects more accurately, achieving the mAP result of 29.69 on the leaderboard. The detailed accuracy of each category is listed in Tab.4, CFENet performs well among most of them. Vehicles like car, bus and truck are easier to detect because they have enough training samples while class train is difficult due to lackness of positive samples in training set. In addition, we have visualized a number of detection results in Fig.4 .
Conclusion
In this WAD Berkeley DeepDrive(BDD) Road Object Detection challenge, we have proposed an effective onestage architecture, CFENet, based on SSD and a novel Comprehensive Feature Enhancement(CFE) module. The multi-scale version of CFENet800 achieves 29.69 of mAP on the final testing leaderboard, ranking second on the testing leaderboard. Moreover, experimental results on MSCOCO and BDD reveal that CFENet has significantly outperformed the original SSD and state-of-the-art onestage object detector RefineDet, especially for detecting small objects. In addition, the single scale version of CFENet512 can achieve real-time speed, i.e., 21fps. These advantages demonstrate that CFENet is more suitable for the application of autonomous driving.
